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Introduction
Egli is a premium manufacturer of packaging and food processing machines. Egli has produced over
400 vertical form, fill and seal and baling machines to date, and more than 200 maize snack extrusion
lines to customers all over SA and throughout Africa.
Egli pride's its self on quality workmanship and reliable products. All spares are manufactured using
the latest technology CNC machines. Strict quality standards and highly qualified technicians make
sure our customers keep coming back. Our design and development department utilises Solidworks
(state of the art 3D design software) to ensure new products are industry leaders. A continuous
improvement design methodology is applied at all levels to achieve best results from all our current
products.
Gus Egli is the founder of Egli Engineering and he has built a solid business with a strong reputation
over the past 40 years. His sense of perfection and innovation has been the cornerstone of Egli’s
success. It is our aim to become Africa’s leading manufacturer in our industry.

Congratulations on your purchase of an Egli machine! We trust you will enjoy many years of good
service from it. Please study this manual closely to ensure you achieve the maximum performance
and reliability from your machine. Please ensure all operators study the safety and operations
sections thoroughly before use. Please feel free to contact our friendly staff on the details below. They
will be happy to assist you with any spares requests or technical related queries you might have.
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Safety Instructions
◼

Machine instillation and start-up:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

◼

Machine must be set up and commissioned by an Egli technician or an approved and
qualified technician.
Machine is to be set up on a level surface and in a clean and dry environment.
Exposure to excessive dust and/or moisture should be avoided.
Don't allow unqualified or untrained personnel to operate or maintain the machine at any
time. Ensure this manual has been thoroughly studied before engaging with the machine.
All doors must be closed and guards in place before machine is started.
Ensure conveyor assemblies are correctly latched in place before starting machine.
Machine and surrounding area should be inspected before use to ensure operation will
commence safely.
Before any doors or panels are opened or any maintenance work is carried out, ensure
machine is switched off and correctly isolated.

Safety points to remember:

•
•
•
•
•

◼

Machine electricity supply is only to be installed and connected by a qualified electrician.

Do not stand or sit on any part of the machine or any surrounding equipment.
Do not operate the machine if any doors, panels or covers are missing or damaged.
Do not at any time place your hands on or near the belts or rejection arm during operation.
Rather stop the machine and correct.
Always use the “STOP” option on HMI to stop production. The emergency stop is only for
use in emergency situations.
Never over-ride safety features.

Safety features

Red “E-STOP” button will
shut the machine down in
case of emergency.

Weigh unit stops. Set to
prevent load cell deflection
beyond maximum allowable
load.

Red and yellow main
isolator switch. Must be in
“off” position with lock to
ensure machine is safely
isolated.
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▪ Warning Stickers
Take note of the warning stickers below. These highlight potential areas of danger on and around your FFS
packing machine. These are not to be removed and should be understood by all who are responsible for
operating, cleaning and maintaining the machine.

There is various moving part on the machine. Attention should always be paid to
moving parts as these could cause severe injury should one get a limb or item of
clothing caught in the machine.

All conveyors create pinch points at the rollers. Hands should be kept clear at all
times while running.

The electrical panel houses various electrical components that could cause electrical shock if
handled incorrectly. Only qualified electricians should have access to electrical panel and should
only work on the panel when machine is securely locked out.
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Machine Details
▪

Dimensions

▪

Specifications
•
•

Description: CW3 in-line check weigher with rejection arm
Features:
o Accurately check every bag produced
o Can be tied into FFS for automatic calibration during production
o Integrated rejection arm

•
•

Max speed: 70 bags per minute
Weighing range: 500g – 7kg

•
•

Power connection: 220V
Power consumption: 6A

•
•

Compressed air supply: 6bar
Air consumption: N/A
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Main Machine Components

1

2
3
4
5

Main Machine Components
1

Control Panel

2

Exit Conveyor with Rejection Unit

3

Weigh Unit

4

Entry Conveyor

5

Housing
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1. Control Panel
The control panel houses all electrical components,
the HMI and other switches. The rear door can be
locked to prevent any un-wanted tampering with
electronic equipment and to keep dust out. The HMI
(Human – Machine – Interface) is where the
machine is started and stopped and where the
majority of operational adjustments are made. The
“E-Stop” and Isolator Switch are also located on the
side of the control panel

2. Exit Conveyor with Rejection Unit
The rejection unit is a pneumatically controlled arm which removes any unacceptable bags from moving
further along the process. Unacceptable bags are under or over weight as set on the HMI.
The exit conveyor and rejection unit are mounted separately to the weigh unit and should never be
touching it, to prevent any vibrations affecting the weighing process.

3. Weigh Unit
The weigh unit assembly comprises of the
central conveyor and drive; the load cell and
weigh unit stops. It is mounted onto the main
housing and covered with Perspex guarding.
The weigh unit uses an advanced dampened
load cell that is capable of very high accuracy’s.
Great care must be taken to ensure the load
cell is never bumped, loaded beyond the
machines operating set points or loose in its
mounting. Any damage to the load cell will
adversely affect the Check Weigher’s
operational performance.
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4. Entry Conveyor
The entry conveyor feeds incoming bags from the previous
process to the weigh unit.
Included on the entry conveyor are adjustable guides.
These guides should be set to direct incoming bags to run
straight and centred onto the weigh unit.
Each conveyor is fitted with quick release toggle clamps
for easy removal of the conveyor for cleaning of
maintenance. Ensure these clamps are always correctly
closed during operation.

5. Housing
The housing provides a steady base for all other components to
be mounted onto. Always ensure that feet are adjusted correctly
by checking the conveyor surface with a spirit level.
Inside the exit conveyor housing is the pneumatic service unit and
valve for rejection arm operation.
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Transport and Installation
NOTE: Transport and installation must only be carried out by trained professionals. Main machine body
weighs roughly 80kgs so it should not be lifted or moved be a single person.
NOTE: Electrical connection of your machine should only be carried out by a qualified electrician. Special
care should be taken when doing this to ensure no injuries or damage to the machine occur.
For transport, moving and positioning of machine use pallet trolley of forklift and lift using locations
highlighted below. Since the rejection arm body doesn’t have enough room to accommodate both forks,
planks could be used to spread the folks and balance the load.

Main Body

Rejection Body

When moving and positioning your FFS machine remember the following important points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be very careful when moving or handling check weigher as it uses a sensitive load cell (do not
press on, bump or hold onto the centre weighing conveyor).
Forks on forklift should be set as wide as is possible.
Ensure no pipes or cable get caught and crushed between the forks and the sides of the frame.
Lift the machine only as much as is needed to clear the floor. Lifting too much could cause the
machine to become unstable.
When correctly placed into position, use a 24mm spanner to adjust the 4 mounting feet to get the
machine level. Check using a spirit level and ensure no “rocking” occurs when pushing on each
corner of the machine.
Lock all feet with M16 lock nut.
When in position arrange the rejection conveyor in-line with the checkweigher as below:

*NOTE: Before running the checkweigher check that the jacking bolts beneath the weighing conveyor have
been slacked off as they are tightened to prevent damage to the loadcell during transport.
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Operation - Start Up
The following steps must be carried out each time the machine is started:
1. A general examination of the machine and surrounding environment must be carried out.
Things to look out for are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Any misplaced objects on or around the machine,
Loose covers/guards,
Exposed wires,
Damages or leaking pneumatic pipes,
Excessive moisture build up in the air regulator,
Any foreign objects/dirt on the weigh unit

Should anything be out of place, contact your supervisor before proceeding with the start up. These
checks should be performed daily.
2. After the general checks outlined above, more specific checks must be carried out:
•

Infeed, weighing and outfeed conveyors must be
correctly latched in place (two on each conveyor)
and screw heads must be correctly located in side
plates (four on each conveyor). There should be
no movement or vibration on conveyors when
running.

•

Check belts are correctly tensioned and
centralised on rollers. They should all be running
inline with each other.

•

Check weighing conveyor cover is closed.

•

Check side guides are correctly positioned and
secured.

3. Check all is clear and switch the main isolator to the ON position.
4. Check that the estop is deactivated.
5. Check HMI that there are no faults showing. Clear faults if required.
6. Check air is on and pressure is at 6bar.
7. Place an object of known mass on the weigh unit and check weight shown on the HMI. If
reading is suspected to be out of specification then calibration should be carried out by a
technician.
8. When happy that all is clear press the start button on the HMI.
9. All conveyors will start simultaneously.
Check HMI main screen and ensure “STABLE EMPTY” lights up. Status indicator on HMI
should read “SCALE EMPTY”.
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10. When happy that the above conditions are met, packaging machine can be started.
11. As the bag is fed into the Check Weigher, it will operate according to the following sequence:

i.

All conveyors run simultaneously. Rejection arm remains closed. HMI changes from
“SYSTEM STOPPED” to “SYSTEM RUNNING”.

ii. Bag is drawn into the machine and centred on the entry conveyor.
iii. Sensor on the infeed guides tells the machine that there is a bag on route.
iv. Bag is drawn onto the weighing conveyor.
v. Live read-out shows weight value rise to true weight as bag moves onto the weigh unit
conveyor.
vi. As live the reading weight passes the high threshold, a trigger is given to begin capturing
weight samples.
vii. A light should blink showing “STABLE WEIGHT” to indicate a stable weight has been
captured.
viii. Multiple sample weights are taken and a mean value calculated in fractions of a second. This
calculated weight is then displayed on the main window on the HMI.
“FAILED LOW”, “FAILED HIGH” or “PASSED” will then light up to show how the final weight
compares to the set tolerance for the required weight.
ix. A signal will be given to the rejection arm to allow the bag to pass through or to remove it from
the process after a set delay.
x. The number of stable, continuous samples taken to achieve the ‘mean value’ is then
evaluated relative to the amount of time that the product was on the weigh unit and the actual
weight of the product. “SCALE EMPTY” on the HMI will change to one of 5 options:
a) WEIGH TIME : BAD
b) WEIGH TIME : GOOD
c) WEIGH TIME : BEST
d) WEIGH TIME : MED-HIGH
e) WEIGH TIME : HIGH
f) WEIGH TIME : EXTREME
The optimal operating range for accuracy and speed for the CW3 is between b) and c).
xi. Cycle then begins again at ii as next bag enters machine.
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Operation - HMI
The CW3 uses a DELTA HMI (Human-Machine-Interface) touch screen controller. This touch screen
communicates with the PLC and enables interaction with the equipment. Production statistics can be
viewed, machine functions monitored and various adjustments made. These adjustments are
controlled by using various keys which out outlined below. Two levels of access allow changes at
different levels.
Operator access allows for operational changes to be made in the machine.
Technician access requires a unique password and allows settings to be made and modified at a
higher level on the machine. This password should only be issued to trained and qualified staff
members.
HMI screens:
Current date and time.
Latest checked
weight (in grams).

Weigh time
indicator. Gauges
current machine
performance.

Fault indicator.
Lights up when
stable below low
threshold value.

Current recipe
Live weigh unit
reading (in grams).

Lights up when
stable above high
threshold value.

Quick zero function press when scale is
empty if live value
shown is not zero.

Controlled machine
on or off switches.
Lights up to display
checked weight result.

1] Function
test page

2] Operator
settings

Technician level
access required.

Technician level
access required.

1] TESTS page
The TESTS page is used to manually run
specific machine functions. This can be
used to check functionality or for fault
finding.
The bag press function will not be included
in all CW3 models.
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2] OPERATOR page
The operator page includes the main
operational functions needed on the CW3.
RECIPES and COUNTERS pages are
shown below.
Bag press buttons light up when enabled
and grey out when disabled. These will not
be included on all CW3 models.

2.1] RECIPES page
The RECIPES page is used to save or load
specific recipes. A recipe is a set-up for the
machine relevant to a specific product.

2.2] COUNTERS page
Counters are used to monitor line
performance per shift, day or week.
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Operation – Cleaning / Maintenance
A good cleaning schedule is critical for sustained machine reliability. The following cleaning tasks
should be considered preventative maintenance and must be a priority in an operator’s
responsibilities. These tasks are to be carried out in addition to the items listed in “machine start-up”.
NOTE: Be sure to refer to the chapter on “Safety Instructions”. Machine must be appropriately locked
out before any cleaning or maintenance work is carried out.

Daily Cleaning / Maintenance
Task
Blow off machine

Drain water trap

Clean conveyor belts

Notes
Using a pneumatic spray gun, blow dust off all services on entire
machine. Focus on removing any debris or dirt around weighing
station.
NOTE: Use safety glasses when using pneumatic spray gun.
This is located on the regulator behind the exit conveyor housing.
Unscrew the bottom nut until water and air spray out. Close the nut
again when all the water has drained.
Using a clean cloth, dry cloth, wipe belts clean.
NOTE: Be careful when wiping the centre weighing conveyor so
as not to press on the conveyor.

Weekly Maintenance
Task
Check conveyor belt
condition

Check conveyor belt
tracking
Inspect wiring/piping

Notes
Ensure no cracks, tears, creasing or fraying is evident on the
conveyor belts. This is especially important on the central, weigh unit
as any vibration will affect machine performance. If any defects are
evident, request maintenance personal to assist in changing the
belts.
Use conveyor test function and visually check that all conveyors are
tracking on centre. If incorrect tracking is occurring request
maintenance personal to reset.
Should any wire or pneumatic pipe be showing signs of wear and
tear, call maintenance personnel to have this replaced before a leak
or short occurs.
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Technical – Machine Settings
There are various mechanical adjustments that can be made to your CW machine. It is important to
remember that every machine is tested before leaving the Egli factory so little to no adjustment should
be needed to be done for some time.
However, there will be general wear and tear on the CW machine and some adjustments and setting
may need to be carried out after running for a period of time. All these settings should be checked on
a weekly basis. They are not listed in any particular order.

Belt Tracking
As the conveyor belts wear over time they can lose their position on the conveyor carriages. Should
they track too far to one side or another, they can get damaged on the ends and cause vibration
which adversely effects machine performance.
• Turn brass adjustor nuts on each side of conveyor.
• Do this while machine is running. Make small
adjustments and monitor for changes to tracking.
• Adjustment can be done by hand or a flat screw
driver can be rested against carriage to lever the nut
one way or another.

Drive Belt Tension
Each conveyor has a set of drive pulleys and belt covered by a guard. The belt will need changing
after a period of time that is dependent on its working environment. Use the method below to change
the belt.
• Remove guard by opening two button head cap screws.
• Once open, loosen belt tension by loosening 4 x motor mounting screws
and lifting motor up, towards the conveyor belt.
• The belt is now free from the pulleys but the outer drive roller mounting is
preventing it from being taken off.
• Remove the two screws connecting the bracket to the side of the carriage.
• The bracket can now be turned with the roller, releasing the belt. Remove
the old belt and feed the new belt into place.
• Screw the bracket back into place.
• Place the belt over both pulleys and hold the motor down while tightening
mounting screws to tension. The belt should have little to no play while not
restricting rotation at all.
• Replace guard and test.
• Feel for any vibration and listen for any noise suggesting the belt is
tensioned too much or too little.
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Conveyor Mounting
• Conveyors are mounted to their carriages using toggle
clamps and locating on cap screw heads.
• The toggle clamps can be tightened to give a tighter
clamping action if required.

Infeed Guides
• Infeed conveyor has side guides to set incoming bag
position.
• Mounting bracket for guides is slotted to allow up and down
adjustment.
• Lateral position of guides is adjustable using black handlever locking screws.

Safety Screw Stops
• Screw stops are located under the weighing conveyor at
each corner. These are to prevent the conveyor being
over-loaded and damaging the loadcell.
• These should be set before commissioning machine as
they are adjusted up for transport.
• Screws are set by loosening locking nut and turning bolt
clockwise or anti clockwise to move down or up.
• Use a 0.1mm feeler gauge to set the gap between the
bolt head and the lower aluminium plate.
• When the correct gap has been achieved lock the bolt
into position using the locking nut and check gap again to
ensure it hasn’t moved during tightening.
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Technical – HMI Screens
In addition to the operator screens discussed previously, the following SETTINGS screens are only
available to those with a technician level password.

1]

2]

3]

Calibration procedure:
a) With nothing on weigh unit “ZERO” and press
“CAL LOW”.
b) Place object of known mass on weigh unit.
Enter known weight in “CALIBRATION
WEIGHT” and update.
c) Press “CAL HIGH”.
d) Perform this operation any time weigh unit’s
performance is questionable.
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1.1] DOSER WEIGHT ADJUST 1/2
Check weigher can be tied into packing machine to
automatically adjust doser to achieve more accurate
bag weights.
% Change refers to the portion of difference between
target weight and measured weight. To prevent over
correction, this should be set in the region of 50% (+15%).
No. of bags can be counted if FFS and CW were both
stopped simultaneously. Bags in FFS jaw, on FFS
outfeed conveyor and CW infeed must be counted.
This will be based on the speed of FFS machine and
will help CW understand when to start checking the
change its made to doser.
The box to the right shows the current count from when
the change command was issued to the FFS.
Doser weight is adjusted by a motor on-time that is
measured in milliseconds. MS per gram setting can be
adjusted if change is too fast or too slow with % change
set correctly.
Auto adjust can be toggled on and off here and + and –
lights will illuminate to show if doser is being adjusted
up or down. Doser can also be manually adjusted from
this page using the yellow buttons.
1.2] DOSER WEIGHT ADJUST 2/2
This page offers no settings but is for feedback and
monitoring. These blocks capture and show live data of
weights to help monitor machine performance.
Lights come on and off to show when any changes are
being made to doser.

2.1] WEIGHT CONTROLLER SETTINGS 1/2
Main weight settings are made on this page. All weight
settings are in grams.
Check time is in milliseconds and sets how long the
weigher will take sample weights after the high
threshold has been met. This is for higher speed
processing of bags (close together).
Be sure to press UPDATE after settings have been
adjusted.
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2.2] WEIGHT CONTROLLER SETTINGS 2/2
Low threshold is a de-bounce setting so weights are
not taken without any product on CW.
High threshold is what starts the weigher taking
weights. This is so that the weigher doesn’t start taking
sample weights while only half the bag is on the
weighing conveyor.
Check offset can be used to offset values by a set
figure if all are reading slightly up or down by the same
amount.
Number of averages is the number of bags checked
before the average is used to make a change to the
doser.
Motion threshold is the value over which the CW will
see that there is a bag on the machine.
Passwords and date and time can be adjusted from this
page.
REMEBER to press Update when settings are
changed.
3] GENERAL SETTINGS
Under and over weight rejection settings can be set
such that the underweight bags are pushed off the front
of the machine and the overweight bags pushed off the
back of the machine (or vice versa).
Rejection on-time will need to be set shorter for faster
running speeds.
Rejection threshold is the minimum value at which the
rejection system will come into action.
Bag press delay and on-time are not relevant to all
machines.
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Technical – HMI Settings
Below is a table to keep record of all settings as shown on HMI. It is important to keep track of
settings and to record any changes made. This should be carried out for each recipe.
Page

Setting Description

Doser weight
adjust 1/2

Auto adjustment %
change
No. of bags between
filler and weigher
Milliseconds per gram

Weight controller
settings 1/2

Target weight

Value 1

Under weight limit
Over weight limit
Check time
Weight controller
settings 2/2

Low threshold
High threshold
Check offset
Number of averages
Motion threshold

General settings

Underweight rejection
arm delay
Overweight rejection
arm delay
Rejection arm on-time
Rejection threshold
Bag press delay time
Bag press on-time
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Value 2

Value 3

Value 4

Value 5

Technical – Trouble Shooting
When performing fault finding of any kind, always have this user manual at hand for reference
purposes. Below is a list of all fault codes that could appear on the machine status bar on the main
page of the HMI.
Fault Description
Emergency stop
Conveyors drive
fault

Location of Fault
Estop located on side
of panel
Drive located in panel

Possible Solution
• Check that all is clear and release estop
•

•
•

If drive reads “OL 1”, motor is being overloaded. Check any mechanical blockages
on conveyors. Check conveyor belt tension
is correct and that rollers are free running.
Remove drive roller cover and check drive
belt for damage or obstruction.
Refer to drive manual for other faults.
Check product weights are not more than
suggested working range for machine.
Check drive belt tension is not set too tight,
restricting rotation or too loose, causing
slipping.
Check that weights are not over normal
working range.
Check that scale is correctly zeroed. If it is
zeroed with weight on the scale it can go
into a negative value.
Calibrate check weigher
Check load cell cable and connections in
panel.
Check that jacking bolts under centre
conveyor are correctly set and that there is
nothing pushing up against weighing
conveyor, creating a negative weight value.
This is showing that there is a weight on the
conveyor without evidence of a bag being
on the weighing conveyor.
Check for any item on or against the centre
conveyor.
Check that sensor is in place and
functioning correctly.
Reset calibration
Carry out fault finding on FFS

•

Carry out fault finding on relevant machine.

•

Weights are out of range for auto adjust to
be able to correct. Manually adjust doser up
or down to get within working range.

•
Drive roller on each
conveyor

•
•
•

Weight failed

Weigh unit located in
panel

•
•

Load cell located
under centre
conveyor

Reject threshold

Weighing conveyor

•
•
•

•
•
•

Stopped by previous
machine
Stopped by next
machine
Weights out of range

FFS Machine
Metal detector / baler
or feed conveyor
Auto adjust setting

In addition to faults appearing on HMI as shown above, the following faults may be experienced
during production:
Fault
Belts not tracking
evenly

Probable Cause/s
▪ Roller not set correctly
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Action
✓ Adjust belt tension using
brass adjustor nuts.

Turn slowly while running and
wait for change before
adjusting further.
▪ Belt damaged
✓ Check belt is not stretched,
torn or frayed. Replace if
necessary.
Belt slipping while
▪ Belt tension
✓ Adjust belt tension up
running
▪ Product weight
✓ Check product weight is not
out of machine working range
✓ Apply Teflon tape to skid plate
under top side of relevant
conveyor
Real time indicator not
▪ Obstruction to weigh unit
✓ Check exit conveyor not
reading 0 when empty
touching weigh unit
✓ Check for any foreign objects
on or around weigh unit
▪ Calibration out
✓ Check calibration
Inconsistent machine
▪ Settings incorrect
✓ Check settings have not been
performance
tampered with
▪ Calibration out
✓ Check calibration
▪ Mechanical noise
✓ Check and listen for damage
or excessive wear on
conveyor belts, drive belts,
pulleys and rollers causing
vibration
NOTE: During running the Weigh Time Indicator on the home page of the HMI, will ready
SCALE EMPTY when there are no bags on the weighing conveyor. As a bag passes over, the
indicator will change to show:
•
•
•
•
•
•

WEIGH TIME : BAD
WEIGH TIME : GOOD
WEIGH TIME : BEST
WEIGH TIME : MED-HIGH
WEIGH TIME : HIGH
WEIGH TIME : EXTREME

This describes the number of stable sample weights taken for the duration of the bag being on
the scale. The goal is to set the machine such that the readings are predominantly reading
GOOD or BEST.
HMI reading “WEIGH
▪ Machine speed too fast
✓ Slow machine speed
TIME BAD”
▪ Mechanical noise
✓ Check and listen for damage
or excessive wear on
conveyor belts, drive belts,
pulleys and rollers causing
vibration
▪ Settings incorrect
✓ Check high threshold value
HMI reading “WEIGH
▪ Machine speed slow
✓ Capacity available to run
TIME MED-HIGH /
machine faster
HIGH / EXTREME”
▪ Settings incorrect
✓ Check high threshold value
For technical assistance or to arrange on-site training or maintenance from one of our technicians,
please use the contact details below:
Arnold Worthmann (Works Manager)
Mobile: +27 82 8229173
Email: arnold@egli.co.za

Johnathan Schmidt (Head of Automation)
Mobile: +27 76 9063941
Email: jono@egli.co.za

Mark Payne (Head of Electrical)
Mobile: +27 82 4618236
Email: mark.payne@egli.co.za

Reece Morrison (Technician)
Mobile: +27 71 8857299
Email: reece@egli.co.za
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Aiden Manikum (Technician)
Mobile: +27 63 6915089
Email: aiden@egli.co.za

Spare Parts
The following spares, wearing parts and consumables are in stock and available on order. For
additional spares on your Egli machine or assembly information, please request as needed. Use
contact details below to place your order:
TEL: +27 (33) 3868578
EMAIL: reception@egli.co.za

Critical Spares / Consumables
(Suggested items to keep on hand at all times to best ensure optimum machine reliability.)

Item
1
2
3
4
5

Part Number
PT-0009-B
ME-0015-B
700 HLT 1224
MD-24VDC-PA
PR-0003-E

Description
Drive belt conveyor 5M315
Conveyor belt 400 x 554
Slim line relay (AB)
24V DC valve solenoid coil (FESTO)
Teflon tape 60mm

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1

Complete Parts List

Item
1
2

Part Number
MA-0097-E
MA-0098-E

Description
CW3 Infeed / Weighing unit
CW3 Outfeed / Rejection unit
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Qty.
1
1

Designation
Mechanical
Electrical /
Control
Consumable

MA-0097-E
CW3 infeed / weighing unit
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MA-0097-E

CW3 infeed / weighing unit

ITEM
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

PART
NUMBER
ME-0015-B
WC-0208-E
WC-0210-E
PC-0012-A
FR-0008-Q
PC-0019-C
LC-0295-E
TC-0266-T
MC-0270-A
TC-0059-B
WC-0209-E
TC-0074-A
BR-0014-B
TC-0280-T
TC-0283-T
TC-0058-B
TC-0279-T
PT-0014-P
PT-0009-B
WC-0204-E
MA-0251-E
LC-0073-D
LC-0390-E
LC-0389-E
ME-0046-E
MA-0112-E
ME-0014-E
LC-0074-D
WC-0191-E
MC-0269-A
LC-0386-E
AM-0002-M

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

Conveyor belt 400 x 554
Backing plate CW3
Rejection arm CW3
SGS M10 rod eye
Retaining clip M8
DSNU cylinder 25 x 25
Mounting bracket B3
Cylinder lock pin 10 x 35L CW
Swivel block rejection arm CW3
Pivot bush rejection arm CW3
Rejection arm cylinder cover CW3
Crowned roller 38x300 CW3
Bearng 6001
Crowned roller shaft 16 x 327.5
M6 adjustable threaded bar
Roller adjustment bush
Crowned roller shaft 16 x 352
Drive pulley mm 12mm bore
Conveyor belt 5M315
Belt guard CW
Drive roller
Side mounting CW3
Toggle clamp base mount
Toggle clamp base
Toggle clamp CW3
CW3 Single conveyor unit
Mounting foot 80mm M12
Knee plate CW3
Drive roller mounting arm
Conveyor support plate CW3
Convayer support plate CW3
AC liming motor compact 40W

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
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MA-0098-E
CW3 outfeed / rejection unit
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MA-0098-E
CW3 outfeed / rejection unit

ITEM
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

PART
NUMBER
TC-0074-A
LC-0073-D
MC-0271-A
TC-0276-T
MC-0269-A
LC-0403-E
WC-0204-E
PT-0009-B
PT-0014-P
TC-0279-T
TC-0280-T
BR-0014-B
WC-0202-E
MA-0251-E
WC-0191-E
WC-0215-E
ME-0015-E
WC-0203-E
TC-0283-T
TC-0058-B
LC-0074-D
ME-0015-B
WC-0208-E
AM-0002-M
WC-0214-E
TC-0282-T
ME-0014-E
MA-0113-E
CC-0001-L
ME-0046-E
LC-0389-E
LC-0390-E
WC-0213-E
MA-0114-E
WC-0212-E
WC-0211-E

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

Crowned roller 38x300 CW3
Side mounting CW3
Support plate Dual conveyor
Pillar 25x100L CW
Conveyor support plate CW3
Conveyor stand CW3
Belt guard CW
Conveyor belt 5M315
Drive pulley mm 12mm bore
Crowned roller shaft 16 x 352
Crowned roller shaft 16 x 327.5
Bearng 6001
Conveyor guide RH
Drive roller
Drive roller mounting arm
Conveyor guide arm LH
Handle M8 male
Conveyor guide LH
M6 adjustable threaded bar
Roller adjustment bush
Knee plate CW3
Conveyor belt 400 x 554
Backing plate CW3
AC liming motor compact 40W
Conveyor guide arm RH
Guard plate spacer CW3
Mounting foot 80mm M12
CW3 Dual conveyor unit
Load cell fluid dampened 20kg
Toggle clamp CW3
Toggle clamp base
Toggle clamp base mount
Upper cover mounting
Electrical panel CW3
Lower cover CW3
Upper cover CW3

2
2
1
4
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
8
1
2
2
1
4
1
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
4
4
1
1
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
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Electrical Drawings
Following is a set of electrical drawings for a CW3 Check weigher. Some details may vary depending
on the model of your machine and if there are any extra attachments included:
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